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UCF men's basketball to face 3 tough opponents-see Sports, page 16
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Criminal justice deparbnent mourns loss of professor
•

..

by DAVE BAUER
Editor in chief

David Monroe Mozee Ill, a
UCF criminal justice assistant professor forthe pastfive years, p'1Ssed away
last Thursday night of complications
from surgery. He was 68.
Mr. Mozee was the founder of
the UCF chapter of Lamda A1pha
Epsilon, a ccred crirrllnal justice fraternity. Many of his students and colleagues describe him as one of the
most personable and caring individuals they have met.
''He was very well liked- he
would do anything for a student. He
would sacrifice fl}l his personal time
for students," saidJeffBlye, president
ofLamdaAlphaEpsilon. ''He was the
most friendly and personable guy I
knew. He is a friend that will be sorely
missed."
LamdaAlphaEpsilon will hold
a memorial service for him on a date to

be announced soon .
Mr. Mozee began his career as
apoliceofficerinChicagoin 1952.By
the time he left in 1980, he had risen to
the rank of commander, and was responsible for a 7-square mile district
and a force of 300 officers. Before
becoming a commander, he held numerous other positions with the Chicagopolice,includingdirectorofnews
affairs and special projects officer.
Mr. Mozee received a master's
degr~ in public adrrilnistration from
Roosevelt University in Chicago in
1975. Five years later, he moved to
Jacksonville to take a position with the
Universityo~orthFlorida'slnstitute

of Police Technology and Management.
Crirrllnal justice classes at UCF
took on a very somber note this week
as students and faculty reflected on
Mr. Mozee' s passing.
''Dave was the fatherfigure that
made crirrllnal justice a successful

major for myself and others in the
major," said Jonathan Gelatt, a senior.
"I never met a teacher that was so
involved with his students. He was a
great teacher and friend."
Dr. Mark Lanier, an assistant
professorofcrimin~ justice, said, ''Mr.
Mozee had the rare ability to combine
his life experiences with acaderrilc
research and covey this to his students." He adde.d, "He will be greatly
missed by students, faculty and
friends."
Other faculty felt similarly.
"He's the most extraordinary
man I know," said Dr. Pamela Grisel,
courtesy/criminal justice dept.
an assistant professor of criminal jus- David Mozee ca me to Central Florida in 1990.
tice. "I've known him only a year and
ahalf, butIfeel like I've known him all
A memorial scholarship has 1600.
my life... He treated everyone alike- been set up in his narrie. Donations can
Mr.MozeelivedinLongwood.
his boss, ccrworkers, faculty, students, be sent to Mrs. Angie Feliciano, Of- He is survived by his son, DavidMozee
down to the cleaning personnel."
fice Manager, Dept. of Crirrllnal Jus- IV, wholivesinTokyo,andhisdaughVarious faculty members are tice and Legal Studies, 116 Phillips ter, Patrice Mozee-Russell, who lives
taking over Mr. Mozee's classes and Hall, P.O. Box 161600), University in Chicago. A wake will be held for
other responsibilities for the semester. . ofCentral Florida, Orlando, Fl 32816- him today in Chicago.

U<;F .Foundation .buJs $7.1 million building in Research Park
•

D But the Foundation
put up one-third of its
assests as collaterala move not everyone
thought was wise.
by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer
In an attempt to make available more classroom and labora-

tory space for the university, the
UCF Foundation, Inc. borrowed
$7.1 million to purchase a 135,000
square foot building in the Central
Florida Research Park. The hastily constructed deal initially raised
many eyebrow's and was criticized
by some of the foundation's
boardmembers. But later, that
criticism was put to rest by a barrage of supporting statements for
what was cal led "the foundation's

bold and courageous move."
The building, known as_the.
Research Pavilion, cost $13.5 million when it was built seven years
ago. The latest appraisal of the
building put its value at just over
$8 million. Traditionally, property is appraised at about 75 to 80
percent of its market value.
There were at least three
reasons that the purchase drew
immediate and strong criticism.

First, the foundation used
one-third of its $23 million in assets as collateral for the $7 .1 million
loan, a move generally conI
sideredrisky, especially when the
money is being put into real estate.
Second, the investment
committee of the foundation,
which is responsible for the oversight of the financial portfolio,
was not consulted or informed,

thus raising the ire of several committee members.
Third, under a written agreement, UCF has committed to leasing any and all available space,
placing itself in a risky position if
severe state budget cuts were to
occur. Additionally, the assets
used as collateral theoretically
belong to the students of UCF.

see BUILDING, page 5

Recovering teen drug abusers
find SAFE solution to addictions
D Tales of running
away, heavy drinking
and stealing to pay
for drugs becomes
their final step.
by BOB VOGEL
Contributing writer

Mary, 16, has been running
away for most of her life. "It really
began in the fifth grade, when I started
to have a bad attitude toward life in
general. So whenl gotintosixth grade,
I started doing drugs, anything I could
get my hands on. After I got into the
seventh grade, my grades began to
suffer, and I was really feeling inade.quate because of that. I was already
on probation. I spent time in jail after
I threatened another girl at school with
a knife. I failed eighth grade four

You name it, she's done it:
Marijuana, LSD, inhalants, crack,
mushrooms, cold formulas, alcohol,
ecstasy. But no more.
Mary was one of the four recovering substance abusers who were
guest speakers at a free seminar in the
Administration Building Board of
Regents Room on Tuesday afternoon
topromoteadolescentsubstanceabuse
awareness. All testified that it is primarily peer pressure that caused their
addictions.
Tara, a 16-year-old honor student, said: ''When I first started out, I
would go out with older people, so I
felt obligated to drink as much as they
did. Well, I did, and many times I got
sick. I would wake up in the morning
still drunk, and I swore that I would
never do it again, but I did."
For Keith, 16, doing drugs and
alcohol was initially a way to get
attention, but then later it turned out to
be a cause and not just a symptom.
News

Prine~ Di dives into drugs--see our Tabloid issue, p. 9

Opinion
Classified
Features
Sports

''When I was 15, I would steal to
satisfy my habit, starting out small, but
soon my friends and I were breaking
into police cars to steal and sell the
rifles. Then I realized that I could sell
drugs and make a lot more, and what's
more, I could get high any time I
wanted to."
After Vince, 17, moved to a
new area, he felt obligated to take
drugs at school because he was eager
to meet people and thought that it
would open a few doors with the right
crowd. "I was 14, and it was lunchtime, and this kid came up to me and
was real nice to me and then asked if
I had ever done drugs," he said. "So I
took a hit of acid right then and there,
and all I can remember is how paranoid I felt, like my teachers knew that
I was stoned."
Mary, Keith, Tara and Vince
are all enrolled in theSubstanceAbuse
see SAFE, page 4
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Fraternity rush week
gives students a
glance at Greek life

MEXICAN

RESTAURANT

Anotlierprominentreason students fail to participate in rush is fear.
Whetherit' sfearof nothavingenough
As students enter UCF at the money, not being accepted or that he/
beginning of a new semester, they are she will become too involved.
encouraged to rush one of the many
There are a few facts about
Greek organizations. F~mities on rush which may differfromschool to
GRt~'l'
campus hold their rush bi-annually, school, but each university's InterM~RG~RIT~$!
while the sororities hold their rush Fraternity Council sets guidelines for
once year-the week before classes theGreeks to follow atrw,h. At UCF,
start in the fa)) semester.
drinking alcohol is prohibited at rush
But what is rush? A common parties and events. Under UCF reguanswer is that it is a period when non- lations, any organization caught with
Greek students have the opportunity alcohol at rush events is subject to a
H'~PPY'
to informally meet and become famil- $500 fine. At sorority rush, no males
Wed - Sun
iar with all of the Greek organizations are aJlowed to participate, but feon campus.· After interested students males are welcome to attend the fraMariachi and
Mon - Thurs 11 - 11
meet the different fraternities or so- ternity rush events. It'salsoarulethat
Fri & Sat 11 - 12
Marimba Band$
rorities, both parties decide whether during sorority rush, the rushees are
Sun 12 - 11
they want to become a part of one only allowed to be at each sorority
another. Students choose the frater- house at certain times.
nity or sorority they want to join, and
There is no charge to interr-------------------------~----,
the Greeks choose who they will ac- ested students wishing to take part in
cept
rush, though many students are not
,Rush can also be interpreted aware of this. Once a stud~nt meets
1
differently from one person to an- different Greek organizations, they
other. Martin Sullivan, a non-Greek may receive a bid from oneormoreof
1
liberal arts junior at UCF, said that them. A bid is a card with a student's
1
·
1
rush is
name and
bas i the name
cally a ' ...the problem with sororities
of the orchance is the girls jo~n them because ganization
I
~
·
I
f o r they are spoiled .. ~'
that is in;
NOTVALIDONFRIDAYS
:
Greeks
viting
Cannot be Combined With Other Offers • Expires 3/31/95
.J
to get to
them to·
L
know prospective Greeks.
pledge- to become a candidate for , ll-.=================================;;;;;;;:.i
Some people view rush in a membership - their organization.
more goal-oriented way. Lori Grazio,
At the end of rush, each orgaa Pi Beta Phi senior studying health nization sets a time for those receivcare administration, explained that ing a bid to tum in their bid and
"rush is the building block for the pledge. Those who receive a bid and
future of the chapter." She added that decide _not to pledge simply do not
fraternities and sororities need rush so hand thefr bid back to the issuer.
A SMOKING CESSATION CLINIC
that they may ultimately have new
When a student decides to
members to run the organization when pledge, fees become involved. The
they leave.
amount of the fee differs from one.
Students who decide to rush do organization to another, and some
TO BE HELD AT:
so for various reasons. Many students organizations have a plan available to
rush because their friends are Greek, pay over a period of time. Some
ORIENTATION
i 1-25-95 I
because they want to feel like they students think that because there is a
- ··- - .. -.. . --- ----- + - - --. - - - - - - i
belong or because they feel rush is the fee involved with membership,
'
i
ON THE ROAD TO FREEDOM
best way to meet people of the oppo- Greeks are buying their friends.
I
~ Understand your habit: recor ·ding cigarettes
site sex. Grazio said she decided to
2-1-95
Christine Thyrus, a business
q Health effects of smoking
·
rush because ''It will enhance my net- management freshman stated, 'The
.3 Building motiva t.ion to quit
workingpossibilitiesoncel'm through problem with sororities is the girls
with school." She feels that being in a join them because they are spoiled by
WANTING TO QUIT
2-8-95
· <~ 'Why Do You Smoke" Test
.
:
sorority will help herachieve her goals their parents, and they don't see any?
~ Begi n small gl"Oups ;ind budd ies
·
after college because statistics show thing wrong with paying for friend~ Tt-iggers and alternative coping stratcgies--your plan of action I
that a high percentage of successful ship with other spoiled girls. I've got
I
people were involved with Greek or- my own group of friends, and we do
I
QUIT NIGHT
2-15-95
I
ganizations.
~ Reconfirming decision to quit
fine without paying hundreds of dol~ Panel of ex-smokers
l
There are a few students that Jars."
-'-~ Help and support: contracts and rewards
- take part in rush just for the free food
However, Greeks point out
and drinks. Others go to rush just for they are helping to pay for the things
WINNING STRATEGIES
something to do that week.
:? Withdrawal symptoms and benefits of quitting
that they and their friends are doing
2-17-95
".'§ 48-hour r·eport
Justliketherearemanyreasons together.
~ Rclaxa tion skills
why students rush, there are just as
Jeff Bernard, Alpha Tau
-.~ Lear·n to assert yourself
many reasons why some choose not to Omega, said: ''BeforeljoinedA.T.O.,
THE NEW YOU
participate. A main reason is time. I thought that Greeks pay for their
~ Lifestyle changes
2-22-95
Many students have jobs, an overload friends, butitdidn'ttakelongatall for
' } Exercise and Weight Control
~
Social
situations
of schoolwork or other time-restrict- me to realize that I can't ever repay
!]": Int roduction of Maintenance
ing responsibilities that do QOt allow A.T.O. for what they've done for me.
STAYING OFF
them time to participate in rush, let For example, until a few days ago, I
·.~ More relaxation and exercise
3-1-95
alone join an organization that re- wasn't haJf as happy living where I
=.'.§ Coping st rateg ies
quires even more time than rushing.
was compared to the brand new mil~ New self- image
''I went to rush for the first lion dollar house I'm living in now.
LET'S CELEBRATE
couple of days last semester, and the Money I pay goes toward the house,
people I met were great," Mark the parties and the other.social events
=.~ Lifestyle sh ift s
3-8-95
~ Evalua t ion of program
Dorrion, ajunior majoring in ~ount A.T.O.takespartin. Ifanyonethinks
-~ Graduation and cel ebration
ing, said. 'The thing is, I had no time for one second that the fees involve
between 16 credit hours of school and quying your friends, it's probably
UCF WELLNESS CENTER
working 32 hours a week. Otherwise, those who have never seen for them823-5841
I probably would've joined."
selves what Greek life is all about."

by BRADLEY BLOOM

Contributing writer

a

University-Park Plaza
(Behind Ale House)
677-9102
fl: LIV~ MlTSI~
H'611ti
store hours:
Mon - tri

4-6

; -FREE
LUNCH OR
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;
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Buy lLunch or Dinner & Drink : .
At The Regular Price & GetA 2nd :
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Up to $7.00
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SAFE group 'fights fire with fire'

GOPgetsS1miHionreligiousboost
Reuters

on behalf of the Republicans.
'We need your prayers every
Family Education program, a longWASIDNGTON - Christian day," he said.
Reed made clear the Republitennadolescentsubstanceabusetreatconservatives promised House
ment program located in Orlando.
Speaker Newt Gingrich Wednesday cans would get more than that
Reed, whose legions of ChrisSAFE fights fire with fire, be.cause it
they would spend at least $1 million
works on the premise that peer prespushing for congressional passage of tian Coalition rank-and-file rang doorsuremotivatesyoungsterstododrugs,
the Republicans' "contract with bells, distributed leaflets and otherwise aided the 1994 Republican elecso it uses supervised peer pressure as
America" political agenda
tion
swe.ep, told reporters his leaderapartofthetherapeuticprocess.
'We'llspendatleast$lmillion
ship
group had volunteered to spend
As a final step in their therapy
on this effort," sai~ Ralph Reed, exteens are required to share with the
ecutive director of the Christian heavily stirring up public support for
communi theire rienceswiththeir
Coalition, after a private meeting be- early votes on the Republican "con--=-===--::.:.::x:..=-:..:=:::.::....:..:..:=..:..:::=_.!2..:::~:.::::....:~~:...-:..:..~~~~~~~~~~.2!..!!!Y§~~--1 tween the Republican House speaker
tract"
and all 50 state chairmen of the powRepublicans promised they
erful religious-right organization.
·would bring to a vote all its 10 major
Reed said the money would items, including tax cuts, welfare refinance broadcast and newspaper ad- fonn and· a balanced-budget amendvertisements and direct mail support- ment, within the first 100.days of the
ing tax cuts, spending cuts, a balanced new Congress.
budget and other items in the "con''This is something, by the way
tract" that helped Gingrich's Republi- I want to make clear, that we have
cans take both houses of Congress proactively determined to do," withaway fromPresidentClinton' sDemo- out Gingrich's prodding, Reed said of
crats in the 1994 elections.
the million-do11ar campaign.
Although the meeting was a
'We've done this on our own
closed-door affair between because·we believe that our ability to
Washington's rising new power-bro- turn this country around is based first
kerandoneofhisparty'skeyconstitu- on the American people having a resencies, Gingrich was overhead at the toration ofconfidenceand trust in their
beginning appealing for daily prayers government again."
SAFE, from page 1

addiction.
Kim Barnes, Oinical Director
of SAFE, said that the first 30 to 60
daysarethemostcriticalm· therecovery process. 'There, you have to deal
withthedenial,andthepatieqtmaybe
unwilling to claim ownership of a
problem or may deny that any problem even existsT" she ·said. ·
Tara said, "I would tell myself that! could afford to have a little
fun, because I already had a lot
going for myself. I was involved in

sports and was on the honor roll and
wasreadytoreceivea$25,000scholarship. After a while, I started miss·mg practice,
·
running away from
home and getting into serious
trouble." She adds, "Ilostthe scholarship."
Tarais back in school now. "I
want to be an architect," she says.
"I'mgettingstraightA'sinallofmy
drafting classes. I go to my A.A.
·
but I go for me. I want to
meetmgs,
make somethin of m self.,,
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'85 Nissan Pulsar coLo AC/suNRooF/80KMI ....... $2150,
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Investment committee not
consulted on purchase
BUILDING, from page 1
But according to Bill Martin, who chairs the investment
committee, the foundation's 15member executive committee has
the authority to make such decisions even without consulting or
receiving input from his committee. Martin, who is currently a
managing partner of Akerman,
Senterfitt and Eidson, a local law
firm, added that although "there
may be members of the investment committee that were disappointe$1, it was an opportunity
worth pursuing."
The strongest criticism came
from Michael Sheffey, chief executive officer of Security National Bank and a member of the
investment committee, who told
The Orlando Sentinel that "from
a banking standpoint, from a common sense standpoint, you should
never put 34 percent of your assets, let alone somebody else's
money, into one piece of real estate."
Sheffey refused further
comment, saying, "I'm weary
about the whole thing, and I have
nothing else to say about it."
Dr. David Scott, a professor
of finance at UCF and also a member of the investment committee,
was also quoted as saying that the
deal "moves the overall investment policy of the foundation past

the most risky boundaries of prudent investment management and
fiduciary responsibility."
Scott appeared angered at
The Orlando Sentinel for printing
remarks he did not intend to make
public, and also refused to make
any additional comments.
Dennis Eloe, president of
the foundation and executive
board member, said, "Conceptually, if you're taking one third of
your asset base_and directing it
into one real estate project, then
that's not a wise move." But Eloe
stressed that since the Florida
Board of Regents reviewed and
approved the lease arrangement
and UCF had committed itself to
filling any available space, the
risk of default is almost non-existen t.
When asked why he thought
Sheffey felt so strongly against
the deal, Eloe said that "he wasn't
privy to all the details and all the
ramifications that remove all those
risk factors."

SATURDAY & SUNDAY
FEBRUARY 4-5

Enterta·1nment

Midway

building is currently 70 percent
occupied, but will soon be filled
by various UCF research activities. The foundation is expected
to move its headquarters to the
Research Pavilion at a later date. ·

282-0505
Located across fron1 U.C.F, in

the U C6 Shopping Center

W~ Deli~er!
$5 Large Cheese
Take Out or Dine In_Only
Must Have \Talid
Student I.D.

For the first time:
College student Ticket

for 24 hours
of entertainment!

The Research Pavilion currently houses UCF' s Center for
Research in Electro-optics and
Lasers as well as the Institute for
Simulation and Training. The , ..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NEWS EDITOR WANTED
The Central Florida Future is looking for a dedicated individual to
fill the News Editor position. Journalism background preferred but
not necessary. Salary commensurate to experi~nce and ablitly.
Call Dave or Katie, 823-8054.

I

Sporting opponents needed to show our editor that he is a wimpy girly-man. If you
would like to race him in a quasi-100-yard dash, then stop by the Future office on
Monday or Friday and kick his butt. If you're a female and you win, it's even better. If
you win, we'll give you a FREE Tales from the Crypt Demon Nights poster.

• one student ticket per l.D.
• No orders will be taken over the phone.

Just show your College
l.D.at the Speedway
ticket window to
purchase your ticket.

world Class
Sports car Racing
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Just admit it, you
can't student-proof
anything these days
Well, don't expect to take the computerized GRE
anytime soon. In case you haven't been paying attention,
the tests were temporarily suspended from Dec. 23 to Jan.
3, and is currently under scrutiny by both the Educational
Testing Service and Kaplan Educational Center. In fact, it
was Kaplan that originally uncovered the problem.
The computerized GRE allows students to take the test
via computer and answer their questions with a mouse.
After the test, the students can immediately receive their
results. The best feature of the test is that students could
take it whenever they chose, as opposed to the paper-andpencil version that is only offered a few times each year.
As usual, though, students found a way to beat the
system. Apparently, the questions from the test all come
from a centralized database and are changed every six
months. The database evidently isn't large enough to
provide a large sampling of questions, however, and from
test to test, many questions are repeated. This allows
students to share information with each other about the
questions. The old version of the test was changed every
time the test was taken, ensuring the confidentiality of the
,
.
test questions.
So, all the big boys at ETS race around, trying to find
a way to keep students from getting the'best of them. Their
current answer? Sue Kaplan Educational System, of course.
According to ETS, Kaplan violated the confidentiality
of the GRE test questions, and for this, they should be held
accountable. Also, ETS claims that Kaplan staffers took
the computerized GRE with the sole purpose of recreating
the test.
Why can't the general public just come to the conclusion that nothing is student-proof? Students spend at least
16 years of school life finding ways around the system.
·v hether it's putting research papers on-line · for all to
download and turn in or breaking into professors' e-mail
accounts to find out what the tests are going to be, students
will find ·a way to beat the standards. That 's why grading
on a letter-based system is so insane. If students are going
to go to the effort of cheating, they're probably going to get
the same grade or better than the moron next to them who
was studying all night. Grading on a pass/fail system puts
the emphasis where it should be, on actually learning the
information for future use in the .worJ.<place.
Sure, this puts a little more pressure on some professors
to actually convince students how important geology actually is to them , but hey , what else are they going to do in
their free time?
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Finding the missing pieces of the universe

I know you probably have a lot on your mind already, but
you should be aware that 90 percent of the universe is missing.
At least, that's what astronomers are claiming. I personally wouldn't know. My only exposure to .the universe was an
THIBl~~E
astronomy course I took in my sophomore year at Haverford
Coliege (motto: "We never heard of YOU, Either"), and the
only astronomical principle I learned was that, because of the
This is why many newspapers devoted front-page space to
rotation of the Earth about its axis, astronomy class started . the story a couple of months ago - you may have seen this WAY too early in the morning to actually attend in person.
reporting that two teams of astronomers who have been using
I needed to sleep late in college because I usually stayed up the Hubble Space Telescope have announced that they're
very late working with my roommates, Rob Stavis, Bob Stern, unable to locate 90 percent of the matter that's supposed to be
and Ken Stover, on imp0rtant academic projects such as in the universe.
orderingpizzaorassemblingthelegendaryTwo-ManSubmaOfcourse your immediate reaction, as a layperson, is to
rine. Th1s was a miniature submarine that we obtained by say to these astronomers: "Of COURSE you've been unable
sending $9.95 away to a company that advertised in Marvel to locate it, you idiots! You're using the Hubble Space
comics. It came in a small, lightweight, very flat box, but wh_en Telescope, which needed $500 million in repairs before it
we assembled all the parts, we
could distinguish between a star
had an actual working two-man /'
•
and a dead bug on the lens."
submarine in every possible asWell, I don't thin we should
pectexceptthat(l)Thetwomen
be so harsh. If trained astronocould not be in it simulta,neously,
mers equipped with pocket proand(2) beingconstructedentirely
tectors say that 90 percent of the
Chad Brunner
of cardboard, it was not ideally -------------------~ universe is missing, then I say we
Opinion editor
suited for the underwater envishould believe them, and I say we should help them find it. I'm
Source: College Press Service
ronment.
guessing that a good 60 to 70 percent of it can be found in my
But it was perfect for the dormitory environment. We used office. I have accumulated a LOT of stuff over Lhe years,
it to impress women. On Friday nights, we'd spray plenty of including (I am not making this stuff up) 12 different types of
(c) 1995 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
Right Guard brand deodorant in our armpits, then go over to beer (including "Bone Beer" and "Jumping Cow Amber
Offices: 12243 University Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817
Bryn Mawr College, pick up our hot dates and bring them back Ale"); a can of pork brains in milk gravy; a year's supply of
Newsroom: (407) 823-8192; FAX 823-9495
Editor in Chief
Dave Bauer to our dormitory room, which was romantically illuminated anti-flatulence products; several dozen miniature replicas of
by an orange flashing light that was originally part of a traffic the Oscar Mayer Wienermobile; a toy gun that makes rude
Managing Editor
Katie Jones
barricade. The theory was that our dates would take one look bodily noises; and the entire preserved reproductive tract of a
Sports Editor
Jason Swancey
at this flashing light reflecting off of the Two-Man Submarine cow. (I'm saving this last item for exactly the right prank
Entertainment Editor
Sean Perry
and be driven wild with sexual desire. For reasons that are still concept; it will probably involve Newt Gingrich.)
Opinion Editor
Chad Brunner
not clear, this never happened. Maybe we didn't use enough
So let's say 65 percent of the universe is in my office; even
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
Right Guard.
when we add the I 0 percent that the astronomers found, we' re
Copy Editor
Richard Agster
But the point is, what with one academic activity or still missing 25 percent. I don't know where i~ went, but I have
News Editor
Sheriffof V.C.
another, I failed to learn much about the universe, or anything a pretty good idea who is responsible: dogs. The person who
Production Manager
Russ Welch
else, which is why I went into the field of journalism. We tipped me off to this is Darrell Libby of Spokane, Wash., who
Staff Writers: Omar Dajani, Derek Krause, Andrew
journalists make it a point to know very little about an wrote me a letter pointing out that, when dogs dig in yards,
Varnon, Justin Delias, Michael White, Jim Martin
extremely wide variety of topics; this is how we stay objective. they produce holes, but they do NOT produce piles of dirt.
We are also extremely impressed with scientists, and we will, There might be a little dirt lying around,, but never enough to
Business Office: (407) 823-8054; FAX 823-9495
frankly, print just about any wacky thing they te11 us, espe- fill in the holes.
Business Manager
Steve Norri_
s cially if it involves outer space.
D~ell 's theory is that "the dirt is being pawed into the
For example, we're always printing stories about "black ozone layer," or that "enough dirt is being tossed into the sky
Advertising Manager
Jason Meder
Advertising Production Asst.
Pete Matchett holes," even though nobody here in journalism (and we travel that another planet will be formed somewhere between Earth
Distribution Manager
Don Bates extensively) has ever actually seen a black hole, which is this and Mars. "Thanks to the Hubble astronomers, we now know
alleged object that sucks everything into itself and never lets that this is not the case; a more logical explanation is that dogs
Adminstrative Asst.
anything back out, like a vending machine, or Sen. Ted have somehow figured out how to paw the dirt into (speaking
Advertising Sales
Kennedy. We journalists LOVE astounding astronomical of Newt Gingrich) a completely different dimension.
Opinions expressed in The Central Florida Future are those of the newspaper or its
things like that. If astronomers announced that they had
Clearly, they must be stopped before they paw the
individual columnists and not necessarily those of the University administration or Board
of Regents. Lett!lrs to the Editor must be typed with a maximum of 300words and include
detected, in a distant galaxy, by squinting really hard through entire universe out of existence. This is a time for all
the author's signature, major, and phone number. Letters are subject to editing of
their telescope, a harmonica measuring 6] light-years across, humans to set aside their petty differences and join togrammar and for space and become the property of the newspaper, subject to their
publication. The Central Florida Future is a free, non-profit newspaper published twicewe'd print this on the front page, with a little chart converting gether to com Bat this deadly menace, each of us contributweekly during the academic year and weekly during the summer. The Central Florida
Future, Inc .. is a 501 c (3) Florida not-for-profit corporation and is not officially associated
light-years to football fields so thal you, the layperson, would ing what he or she can. I'll throw in some pork brains in
with the Un1vers1ty of Central Florida. Single copies for students and faculty are free:
have a better grasp of the story.
milk gravy.
add1t1onal co ies ma be urchased at the Future office for$. 15 each .
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Welcome to the wonderful world .of the free-thinking liberals
Well, apparently, the public is just as stupid as the
Republicans thought they were. The vacant promises
of the "Contract with America" quickly blow away in '
the smoke of Rush Limbaugh's stogie as Newt struggles
to protect himself and his mother from the truth of his
own dark heart.
Speaking of Rush and Newt, have you ever wondered why all powerful Republicans are all, shall we effort to twist the psyche of small children into desiring vast
say, large? If they are any evidence of the real face of amounts of wealth.

children to speak Spanish? Once again, just a plan to
indoctrinate NAFf A into the American consciousness.
_ Oh, and we can't forget term limits. Somehow, I just
don't think that ol' Newt, now serving his ninth term, is
really going to be pushing hard for this. Since the
airwaves are already so inundated with Rush soundalikes, I have taken on myself the burden of bringing
you the real message out there.
This week's message: Don't trust anything you hear

theRepubli~nparty,Ido~tthinkgov~nmem~------------------------~~from~s~

Remember that episode where Mr.
Rogers took you to the Ro/ex factory
tO See hOW W8tCheS Were made?

going to be visiting Jenny Craig anytime soon.
I'm convinced their massive girths are from the
fact that they feed off the dead liberals that they
trample over with their insane rhetoriQ.
Boy, it sure is good we're getting rid of all
those crazy public programs isn't it? I mean, after
all, we all know that PBS is just for the rich, right?
Remember that episode where Mr. Rogers took you to
the Rolex factory to see how watches were made? And
what about that big castle? Obviously a thinly-veiled

Sesame Street is nothing but a huge commune, preaching
the ethics of working together and sharing. Do they think we're
blind? We can't ignore the tricks of the liberals to try and
corrupt the minds of our youths with free thinking. Teach

Ohyes,andwhilewe'reonthesubject,elections
are corning up for Student Government President.
For those of you unaware, that means that Biff and
Lance spend all their hard-inherited money to make
huge wooden billboards and scatter paper all over
campus in the vain attempt to actually get you to
remember their names when you \ Jre, -if you vote, that
is. But that's a completely different tl- )ic, and one I will
go into much more detail at a later time. Oh, blissful
apathy.

in in the butt, thafs what
I'm going to try to put this as delicately as I can:
The next person that comes up to me and says, "Hey,
dude, like, aren't you supposed to be in court?" gets
their face ripped off.
No, he's not my father, he's not my uncle, and he's .
not my cousin (twice removed). It's just some sick
cosmic joke, okay? My father (his name is Torn, and he them to ask the inevitable, or, ifl'm at a job interview, I quickly
lives in Spring Hill, which is on the west coast- I can interject, "absolutely no relationship whatsoever." The irony is,
prove it!) just happened to name me Robert (i.e., Bob), this makes people even more suspicious.)
and we lived in Michigan at the time. ·
THEM: "No relationship, eh?"
ME: "No, none
The strange thing is, J_ - ·--------------------whatsoever." (If I am
get the feeling that people
with one of my instrucdon't believe me when I tell
tors or within eaFshot
them that rm not related to
our beloved Sheriff of
· ,
.
·
of the Criminal Justice
Volusia County. This is par. Department at UCF, I
usually tack on, "I
ticularly troublesome when
I'm talking to minorities or criminal justke profes- swear," just for good measure.)
Look, I don't even like the guy. In 1992, when the defecation
sionals.
The conversation usually goes something like this: began to hit the fan, I wrote a letter to the editorof The Orlando
Sentinel, calling Vogel a "d~spot." There, ~re you satisfied?
ME: "Nice to meet you. I'm Bob Vogel."
While
he may be a nice guy, the fact is pulling over those
THEM: "You have the same name as Bob Vogel,
motorists
and taking their money was not exactly the kind of
the Sheriff of Volusia County."
career
move
I would have made ifl was Bob Vogel.
ME: "That's true."(At this point I either wait for'

The thing is, I get the feeling that
people don't believe me when I
tel/ them We re not refa fed.

Letter to the editor

.

It's bad enough to have to have a name like Bob in
the first place, I have to deal with people saying over and
over, "What about Bob?" like they think it's so cute.
What about Bob? I'll tell ya' about Bob. He's gonna
kick the living daylights out of the next person he hears
saying, "Oh, it's you, Bob."
While we're on the subject, I'm also sick of these
students taking German who like to think that I don't
know what my last name means. "Do you know what
your name means in German?" they ask. "Yeah," I
reply, "it means bird." I like to simultaneously flip them
off at the same time, and this seems to satisfy them for
a while.
And then .there's those smart asses who say, "Did
you know that 'Bob' is a palindrome? It is spelled the
same way backward as it is forward!" Oh, yeah? Well,
here's another palindrome that perhaps you've never
heard of: MAIM, which is what I'll do to the next person
who wants to enlighten me. (Okay, so maybe "maim"
isn't a palindrome, but it is, phonetically speaking, and
I think that should count.)
Because of all this, I'm changing my name to something more dignified: "Rush" Vogel.
C'rnon, I was talking about the band, alright?

Got something to say?

Student remembers professor David Mozee
David Mozee touched everyone who had the privilege
of knowing him in a special way. He was the most admi""
rable man I have ever met. Not only did he set an example
for me as an exceptionally knowledgeable professor, but
he was also a close friend.
To say the least, he was neve_r less than a mentor to me.
He took me under his wing and showed me how to appear
strong when I could hardly stand; he could always comfort
me and many times was the only one who could put a smile

on my face no matter what the circumstances. Most of all
he taught me how to be a better person when being taunted.
There are no words to explain how this one great man was
able to do so much for so many in the time he was given.
I can only hope I can someday touch at least one person the
way he was able to for me and so many others. _

The Central Florida Future is looking for
opinion columillsts. If you've got the ability to
express your opinions well in written form, we
want to talk to you. Call Chad at 823-8054, or
fax a writing sample to 823-9495.

JoAn Carey
Criminal Justice
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CLUE:> INFO
$$ VALENTINE DELIVERY $$
Your vehicle, dependable,
knowledge of area. Paid per
delivery! Aloma Flori~t
678-4616

UCF MOO DUK TAE KWON
DO CLUB
Co-ed beginners class now forming. (No exp. necessary) Mon. &
Wed., 8-10 PM, in Ed Bldgs Multi
Purpose Rm (at end of hall, left of
main -gym) Call 282-5578 or 3800227, Lv. Msg. ART, SPORT,
SELF-DEFENSE
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!
UCF DIVE CLUB-WELCOMING
NEW MEMBERS
Meeting Mon. 1/23, 5-7 PM in
SC 214. Refreshments provided.
Ft. Lauderdale SAT. 1/28. 2
Tank Dive $25 + tax. Call 3828007!

=

FILIPINO STUDENT ASSOC.
ELECTIONS
Thur. Jan. 19, Rec. Rm. 4 PM.
Refreshments! For Info call Marie
281-7912

COUNSELORS, ACTIVITY
SPECIALISTS
CAMP STARLIGHT
has good positions for outgoing,
86 Honda CRX SI, 78K miles.
enthusiastic SOPHS, JRS,
Runs excellent $3300. 365- .
SRS, GRADS as cabin leaders
2
& instructors in Baseball,
83 Volvo - 240DL, 4 Dr,
Basketball, Roller Hockey,
automatic, power steering/
Lacrosse, Swimming, Water
brakes, A/C, radio, good cond.
Skiing, Sailing, Canoeing,
,__$_2_9_o_o,_8_6_9_-6_4_1_2_1v_._m_s_g_.- - - - t
Tennis, Dance, RadioNideo,'
Nature. Leading coed,. camp in
87 Honda Accord DX, 4Dr,
Mts. of PA. Warm, friendly
automatic, power steering/
atmosphere; extensive facilities.
brakes, A/C, AM/FM cassette,
6/22 - 8/20. For application & on
$4500, 869-641 _
2 Iv. msg.
campus interview, call (516)
599-5239 or write: 18 Clinton
St. Malverne, NY 11565

AUT06

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, PH 218
First meeting Jan. 10, 1995
All Welcome!

-------------1

January 19, 1995

Telemarketing/Sales Opportu-

nity
Enthusiastic, ambitious, reliable
appointment setters. Salary,
Comm., Bonuses & Spiffs!!
Start immediately. Part-time
hours. Call Donna 332-0022
Valet Parking Positions: City
Nights Valet, inc. is now hiring runners to fill valet parking positions at
several locations across Central
Florida. You must be at least 21
years of age; capable of intense
running, have a good driving
record and a great attitude. We
are looking for safe, careful drivers who know how to drive a
standard as well as an automatic,
and who know how to deliver
great, friendly service to a customer. You need to be available
at least one (1) weekend night
and one (1) week day or night per
week minimum. Shifts available
around the clock, scheduling is
flexible around classes and other
jobs, pay is outstanding. Only.
clean cut, honest; hard working .
and serious athletes need apply.
Call (407) 849-0670 to set an
appointment.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes.
Send SASE to P.O. Box 10075 .
Olathe, KS 66051
Babysitter needed in my house,

4 nights per wk. Non-smoker.
Call Sherry 365-2335
N/S, N/O Male Roommate
wanted to share house. Excellent stuqy enviroment, 4 miles
from UCF $300 plus 1/2 util. Bob
at 282-6629
M/F, N/S choice of two rooms,
both $163 mo. plus 1/3 util. Apt.
has W/D Call Scott 351-9331 x
213 (work) 273-6892 (home)

2bd/2ba Apt. great location, walk
to school, washer/dryer, ceiling
fans, $475 mo. Call 654-1858,
leave message

Appt. Setters - PIT Evenings,
Winter s ·prings Office - Hourly
Wage plus Bonus 699-9152
STUDENTS
Over 120 American manufacturers need you to assemble products at home. Circuit boards, jewelry, holiday decorations, etG.
Earn $280 to $652 weekly. Parttime and full- time. Experience
unnecessary/will train. You're
paid weekly. Call 1-602-680-7444
Ext. 1001C
Hairstylist, Part-time, Flexible
Hours. Call for Interview 3802621 ask for Michele

EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing envelopes at home. Send long
SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. 837, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727

PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alarm clock. Only $10. 407834-5400
XT Computer w/24 pin printer.
$100 OBO, Cpt. King w/bed,
HB, 2 n/stands $100 OBG,
281-5608 (w) 359-0969 (h)
Get Ready For Spring
5 Month unlimited-tanning, $35/
- mo. at Sun Tan Center (Aloma
Rd). Call Maryann 359-8375
Furniture - Must.Sell! Glass
top dining rm. table w/ 4
highback chairs, wine color
sofa - All Exe. Cond. Must see.
$500 OBO takes all. Shane @
277-7443 Iv. msg.
SPEAKERS - Linear Phase
8812 (studio monitors),
industrial reinforced grills:
polymer cones, 240 Watts M.P
$1650 Pair, New, still in box,
talking,, night club quality
sound. Will sell for $950 Pair,
cash OBO. Trades?? Couch &
easy chair, video or :35mm
camera, small v-hull boat,
outboard motor... Part
trades&cash ?? 295-541 f Iv.
msg.
Twin Size Waterbed - 6 drawer
pedestal, bookcase headboard,
heater, matress cover, $75
282-8291 evenings.

.Student Legal Services;
Problems With:

Need extra income?

•Landlords
•lnsur~nce

•Contracts
~Traffic Tickets

Need:
•A Will
•A Name Change
•Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representative in certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.

For inforrnation.or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the student center
room.210
Monday--·Friday 8am-Sp1n
Funded through Activity & Service Fee
by the Student Governn1ent Association

The Central R.orida Future is
looking to hire an advertising

sales representative. Sales
exp. or advertising sales exp.
a real plus, but not required.
1be Future offers flexible
hours, great resume-building
experience, and good pay.
$300-400 a week, working
20-30 hous is possibe-we've had reps make as
much as $1000 in a week.
If you have a strong sales
ability and want to build your
resume, call Jason Meder at
823-8054 for an interview.

WANTED: Used Gold, will pay
cash! INSTANT REPLAY
JEWERLY & PAWN 282-4263
ROMANTIC FLIGHTS
FOR COUPLES
Evening airplane flights over Orlando for only $65 per person.
382-2000

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

-

TYPl6T6

WORD PROCESSING. FAST
679-4836
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service since
1986 for all your student needs.
IBM and laser equip. Sameday
service avail. Call 277-9600
K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735
DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-ResumesManuscripts
Desktop J:>ublishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

Child Care, UCF Area, 2 yrs +
up, M-F, 7AM-6PM, limited
space. 365-2632
U;>grade Your 286 or 386 to an
INTEL 486 DX 66 for only
$335. Phone 678-6906

WORD PROCESSING
by I.A. Broudy & Associates
reasonable rates, quick
turnaround
TEL 407-382-8704 FAX 3823674

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Sr.takes
5 Movable covers
9 Domesticated
13 Vau11
14 Clowning
person
15Typeof
tournament
16 Cloudless
17 Sphere of
activity
18 Wrest
19 Preparations
22 Useless plant
23 12 dozen
26 Sugar trees
29 Irritate
3-f Cry of surprise
33 Made a mistake
34 - Island. NY
35,Flap
36 A1t>ened
37 Hose
38 Levee
39 Hard-shelled
fruit
40 Sullen
4 1 Soft flat cap
42 TV unit
.
43 Makes a choice
44 Thin flat
disks
45 Thick sugar
liquid
47 Glen kin
48 Top star
athletes
54 Outbuilding
57 Ward ott
58 Jogging gait
59 Nimbus
60 Bold
61 Monster
62 Pome fruit
63 Woody plant
64 Frolic
DOWN
1 Code word for
"A :·
.
2 Scorch
3 Two of a kind
4 Reclined
carelessly
5 Enticed
6 Article

3

10

4

,,

12

13

16

l

©1994 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
7 Beach sight
8 Clothing
ornaments
9 Human trunk
10 Large monkey
11 Human beings
12 Remnant
14 Bird enclosures
20 Necessity
21 Canasta card
24 Kind of wit
25 Upset
26 Resources
27 Discusses
heatedly
28 Beautiful
29 Moves back and
forth
30 Black
32 Encourages
34 Young horse
37 Supersede
38 Electric sensor
40 Spirit
41 Indonesian
island
44 Social gathering

ANSWERS

~-=-+-.,+-,,-

46 Sonic detector
47 V1vac1ty
49 Declare
positively
50 Only
51 Jason's ship

52
53
54
55
56

Average
Stride
Knucklehead
Color
Memorable
period
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Princess Di getting
heavy with or
without the drugs
Reuters

LONDON (Reuter) -Princess Diana is consulting a therapist who specialises in dealing with
the eating disorder bulimia, a British newspaper reported Wednesday.
The sessions followed reports that her estranged husband,
heir-to-the-throne Prince Charles,
had committed adultery as their
marriage collapsed.
Diana, said to be suffering
from "binge and be sick" bulimia
when her marriage folded, is secretly visiting Susie Orbach at her
London home, the tabloid Sun
said.
It showed a photograph of a
sad-faced Diana purportedly leaving Orbach's home Monday.
Orbach, a leading feminist
campaigner and newspaper columnist, is renowed for her book
"Fat is a Feminist Issue" in which
she blamed men for causing
women's emotional problems.
Orbach has in the past
praised Diana for talking openly

about eating disorders, saying:
"For younger women she is an
extraordinarily important figure.
To show that you can speak out
about such things without shame
was fantastic."
The Sun said Diana first consulted ·Orbach last year after publication of an authorised biography of her estranged husband who
admitted adultery.
His mistress, Camilla Parker
Bowles, is now seeking a divorce
from her brigadier husband.
Orbach was quoted by the
Sun as saying: "My patient list is
not something I can discuss. I am
not saying she (Diana) is a patient
or is not a patient."
The princess, whose battle
with bulimia was first reported in
Andrew Morton's book 1992
"Diana Her True Story," has had
three 70 pound ($100) sessions at
Orbach' s home, the Sun said.
She was quoted in the paper
as saying: "I.deal with every aspect of a woman's emotional wellbeing and betrayal often features
strongly in that."

Only $2, 462. Or about $46. a month. t

Macintosh· Performa·
6115 81350 with CD-ROM, Multiple Scan 15 Display,

AppleDesign Keyboard and moUJe.

Before you make asingle payment, you'll
have read azillion pages for 4different
· · .classes, another Super Bowl will have
passed with co ercials better
than the game and you'll be making
your quarterly visit to the Laundromat.
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER:

Only $3,261. Or about $61. a month.t

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh~ we're making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need- time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

erals without making asingle payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms ana already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the Appl J.
power every student needs. The power ~ be your best~ .
1.e •

For further information visit UCF Computer Store next to the Biology Building
Open 8:30am -4;30pm Mon -Thurs and Fri 8:30am -4:00 pm
or for more information call the Sales Office at 823-5434 or 823-5226
7100/66 &'500 with CD-ROM, ~ MuJ!iple Scan

15 INp/ay, A/fJ/eDesign. fi;60arrJ and mouse.

t DefemJ AMJe Computer fJJan offer erpires February 17, 1995. No payment of inleres/ ar principal will be requiredfar 90 days. (Some resellers may T'tlJUh'e a deposit lo bold mnrhandise wbi/e loan is being fl/PrrJtltd.) /nmst
accruing during this 90-day period will be added Iv principal, and the principal amount, as sv fncreastd, wi/l lbereaftr bem inleres/ wbicb will be induded in the repayment schtdu/e. 'M<mJ/Xy paymenl'is an eslfmale baJed on lbe
follcwing mformation; Far lbe Prifomitf 6115 CD system sbown bm, a purr:hase pm of12,609.72, wbicb includes 6% sales lax; induding loanfees, lbe lvlaJ loan amount is 12,761.61, wbicb rrsuits in a monthly paymmt
obligation <f 146. For lbe Power Macinlosb' 7100/66 CD system shown here, apurriJasepmof 13,45666, which includes 6% sales tax; including k>anfees, lbetolal k>an amounlis 13,657.84, wbicb l'flSilflsin amondJ/ypqmml
obligalkm of $61. t:ompuler system prices, loan amounts and sales taxes may IXlT)'. See your authoriztdA#e (am/Jus Reseller or representaJive for current system prices, loan and fllx amounts. lotms arefor a minJmllm cf$1,000
lo a maximum cf 110,000. Jbu may kUe out more than one loan, but lbe lvlaJ <fall mns (JJTlnoi exmJ 110,000 annually. A55% /Qan origination fee will be added lo lbe requtSltd lean amount. '/be inJmsl roll is tJtZrlatJM, fXJ#I/
on tbe ccmmercialpaper raft plus 5J5%. For /he month ofNovember, 1994, the inleresi raft um 10.85% with an Annual PercenJage RJJ1e of 12.10%. 8-year loan lerm wilh no prepaymentpenaily. '/be monJhJy paymmtandI/JI
Annual Pm:enJage Role shown assume lbe 90-day difermetiJ ofprincipal and interest describwJ above and no other deferment offJrlndpa/ or inleresl. SludenJs may defer prindpaJ paymenlf up to 4yetm, or unJfl grrldu4llon.
Deferment will change )'Our monthly paymenJs. The AMJfe Computer Loan is subject Iv credit awrovaJ. ~ <:ompuJer fJJan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan ojfm lllJQi/able only lo qualifying sludtnb,f«t"Jy find lla1f.
Offers available only from AMJe or an auJborized)/pie <:ampus ReselJer or reprtsenlative. ©1994)/pie <:tm;uJtr, Inc. All ri{jJls rtstrvtd. )/pie, lbe ~logo, MacinkJ:Jh, PrrformtJ and '71Jt ptxm kl beyour bat" an "l)*rrtJ
lrodemarts
Inc.
and Ptxm Macin/IJsJJ tlft lrademmis
Int,.
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Man shot in D.C., but
who really cares?

.·.

.: 4

:,.

, ·.
1- ...

Wanted!.
\\·' recked I Junk

Cars; Trucks, Jeeps, Vans
((Frc.c Towing is avai!c.tblc))
Oul <,f Stall'. Titk"

Reuters

12-plex, Reilly said the second
shooting resulted from a personal
dispute that "had nothing to do with
the movie."
A 17-year-old suspect has

NEW YORK - A 21-yearold suburban Washington, man was
killed in an apparent drive-by shooting last Thursday, only minutes af- been arrested in the shooting of a
ter leaving a multiplex screening of 19-year-old man.
ColumbiaPictures' "Higher LearnApparently, moments afing."
ter the first shooting, a passerby
A spokeswoman for the found Jennings R. Kettleson of
Fairfax County Police Dept. con- Centreville lying bleeding on the
firmed that investigators are look- ground outside the Centreville Muling into various possibilities - in- tiplex Cinema.
cluding that the shooting was someKettleson had been shot
how connected to the film, which once in the upper body and was
depicts racial tension and violence pronounced dead at a nearby hospion a fictional college campus.
tal a ·short time later. Reilly said
The spokeswoman, officer Kettleson apparently left the cin..
Sharon Reilly, said Tuesday that ema before.the movie ende<;l.
such a link had not been established,
Police are soliciting infornor had any other motive.
mation from anyone who was in or
The shooting, which oc- around the thea~er prior to incident.
curred at around 2:30 p.m. outside ·
- Edgar A. Knudson, a
the Centrevi11e Multiplex Cinema, spokesman for th~ Boston-areaabout 20 miles west of D.C., was . based National Amusements thefollowed a day later by another ater chain, released a statement sayshooting death at the nearby Lee ing the exhibitor "sincerely regrets
Highway Multiplex Cinema.
those unfortunate incidents" and is
Although "Higher Learn- "cooperating fully with local police
ing" is playing at the Lee Highway departments."

\Vl·h: 1111H'~

Call: 658-7999

The company refused further comment, including confirmation of the cineplex locations, "so as
not to hamper the investigations."

(8a.nL-8p.m.)
· .. :...<.·:·:·.:::·:·::::•.•.:; •.
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Computer Nuts
Mail Order Prices .. .locally

1

- Custom PC Systems • Upgrades • Parts • . Repairs

/ DELUXE SYSTEMS
- -fientium~9-oi-fPie_
riA_M____ s2~149·Pentium-~01 8 MB RAM

$1, 799
486DX2·80/ 8 MB RAM $1,459
486DX2·66/ 8 MB RAM $1,419
486DX·40/ 4 MB RAM
$1,189
486SX·33/ 4 MB RAM
$1, 159

CUSTOMIZATIONS
Extra 4 Meg RAM
Extra 8 Meg RAM
1.2 MB Floppy Drive
Diamond Stealth 64
540 MB Hard Drive
1080 MB Hard Drive
SB Multimedia Kit
Extra 128K Cache
250 MB Tape Drive

Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add
Add

164
318
47
90
40
290
279
20
149

Microsoft Mouse
Mid-Tower Case
Combo Floppy
17" CTX 1765GM
15" CTX 1562GM
14.4 Fax Modem
Flightstick
. 250 VA UPS
Surge Ar.rest w/tel

Deluxe Systems Include: Motherboard w/CPu: RAM, 420 MB HOD, 1.44 MB Floppy Drive, VLB IDE
2H/2F/2S/1P/1G Controller, 1 MB VLB Video Card, 14" SVGA .28 NI Monitor, 101 Keyboard,
. Case w / 250 Watt Power Supply, DOS 6.22, Windows for Workgroups 3.11, Logttech Mouse

NEW Lower Prices on All Multimedia Items
NEC 510 3X CD ROM 279 . Sound Blaster 16 SCSI 129
Sound Blaster AWE32 299
Panasonic CDR .562
129
Sound Blaster 16 Basic 94
80 Watt Speakers
69
Teac Quad CD ROM
279
Sound Blaster Pro Dix
79
LABTEC PC Speakers 19
Choose from our selection of CD titles
Great Prices

7359 Lake Underhill Road
(At the comer of Lake Underhill and
Goldenrod at the EW Expressway Exit)

Mon-Sat 10am-6pm

Phone: (407) 382-9031
Fax:
(407) 658-9615

. Now Two Locations to Serve You Better
Opening Soo~

..

Add 10
Add 30
Add 61
Add 430
Add 90
Add 59
Add 42
Add 109
Add 29

University and Goldenrod

Oviedo

Uni Gold Shopping Center
(next to Devaney's Bar)

Alafaya Square Shopping Center
(On Alafaya Trail)

679-0778

365-8444
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'I was framed,' the Juice says
O.J. pleads a set-up to his ex-wife on the night of his flight from police
Reuters

LOS ANGELES - Court
documents unsealed Tuesday
stated that O.J. Simpson told his
first wife on the day of his arrest
on double murder charges that he
was framed and planned to kill

her male friend.
The documents, filed January 13 in response to a motion by
Thomas' attorney to quash a prosecution subpoena calling her to
court, also accuse Simpson of beating his first wife. They were mar- ·
ried from 1967 and divorced in

himself.
In court papers, Marquerite
Simpson Thomas was alleged to
have told police that the fo9tball
legend called her before his dramatic June 17 flight from justice
and said he was innocent in the
stabbing deaths of his ex-wife and

1979.
Prosecutors are trying to i!1troduceevidenceof Simpson's past
abuse of his slain ex-wife and want
to examine Thomas because they
believe she can "prove prior acts
of domestic violence by the defendant, " the court papers said.

GIVE YOUR MEDICAL CAREFR
A BRIGm FUTURE: AIR FORCE.
Become a commissioned officer in the Air Forre
and add a wealth.of oppor~unities to your future.
Physician, nurse, physical therapist, psychologist-regardless of your specialization-you can
find outstanding medical opportunities in the
Air Force.
Most importantly, you'll work with dedicated
medical professionals in an environment where
the patient's needs-not the costs of treabnentcome first. You can apply for continuing educational assistance to advance your skills and
background. And receive excellent compensation and benefits as an Air Force officer.
You'll also serve an important mission with others like you, who realize that a bright medical
future begins with the Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

---- --

--.............................
~...............................
......
==-~~=:i~

=-----~~--- ~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

Washer/Dryer included in every apartment
Screened patios
Fitness Center
Jacuzzi/Pool
Dishwasher
Racquetball courtsn'ennis courts
Frost-free Refrigerator
Garbage Disposal
Self-Cleaning Oven
Spacious Walk-In Closets
We Love and Welcome Pets (some restrictions)

Move-In Special!
No App. fee for UCF _s tudents
Move in by February 28, 1995

•JW.. ,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,,__,., _ _

J ·1 mile west of. UCF on

Drive-Thru Service

the corner of Dean Rd.
L- University .Oaks

679'~2448

!

Hewlett-Packard

•~lls~fe~~~c & • ~!!~!1~rapbic

business
calculators.
•HP lOB
•HP 17 Bil
• HP 95LX
• HP 200LX
• HP 32SII
•HP 42S

~;~iJ'

The best calculator for
ooor;:i,o_p
•I• - ,,. '' •
your education and your
:,: : : ~:
career - 128KB of RAM
- • - ·"
built in, plus expandability. r';F.,
~2~T ·r.5~
~
• HP 48G Graphic
~::..:::;_;
32-KB RAM built in.
:-.
All HP 48GX features
[hPJ ~!~1;~~
included except plug-in option.
1

Call Don 0 Rourke NOW! at

Ask about our "Friendly Lease"
Don't Delay, Call ~oday!
658-0973

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
898-~ - 29~! Corrine Drive - by the navy base

A special dental care offer fo~ UCF sttldents...

A Complete ~~"~,pl ~(.!r.,~ys
FOR $9!
(A $65 value)

Current UCF ID required
Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfortable prices. Just bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 2128195

UCF TEAM DENTIST

Welcome to East Orlando Dental.
I'd like you to come in and get
acquainted with your new dentist and
save a few dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

East Orlando

DENTAL
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member:
Amencan Dental Association, Academy of
General Dentistry. Academy for Sports Dentistry. Florida
Dental Association, Centrao District Dental Association.
Greater Orlando Dental Soaety, Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr.
East Orlando

·

Superior Court Judge Lance
Ito said he would rule Wednesday
on what, if any, evidence of
Simpson's past abuse will be admissible at his trial. Defense attorneys maintain the evidence is
too inflamatory, irrelevant and in
some cases inaccurate.
Included in the evidence is a
dramatic 911 call Nicole Simpson
made in October 1993 in which
she claims Simpson is breaking
down he,r door. Simpson, who
pleaded no contest to spousal battery folJowing a January 1, 1989
incident, can be heard yelling on
the tape as well.
In a statement given to police
June 23, Thomas said Simpson
called her on the morning he was
supposed to surrender and told her
"he w~ 'framed' for the murders
and was going to commit suicide."
Their adult son, Jason, then
goion the phone and told his father
not to kill himself and that "everyone needed him."
The court papers also include
a statement from a police officer
who said he responded to a domestic violence radio call at the Simpson
home 20 years ago and that Thomas
stated then that Simpson had hither.
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They ~idhf Be fiianf s, or ar·e fbey?

The pop group sets their sights on some giant ventures
by JIM MARTIN

Henry.

Staff writer

"We didn't have a goal. We
just messed around until something good happened," explained
Linnell.

They Might Be Giants are
growing farther and farther out of
their name with each coming album. With their latestrelease,John
Henry, TMBG have just become
bigger-literally. John Flansberg
and John Linnell have added four
new band members, going back
on their promise to never field a
full-fledged band.
I had the chance to sit
down with John Linnell of They
Might Be Giants for a little
chat.
I started off talking about
the new album. I wondered why
they chose to break their longstanding policy of not putting a
proper band together.
"It was not much of a
decision. We were more or less
backed into it," Linnell said.
He went on, explaining: "We
toured with a few extra musicians last tour. We wer~ happy
with them, and we thought 'Hey,
why don't we get a few more
people.' It just makes for a more
interesting show, and I think that
carried to the album."
With the band, I wondered
if they had a specific goal for John

.

This is just the sort of philosophy that seems to drive They
Might Be Giants - that happygo-lucky breeze that inflates their
floppy jacket sleeves giving them
the illusion of being muscular.
They aren't muscular. In
fact, they're quite scrawny. They

can'tkickyourbutt; however, they
can make you laugh pretty damn
hard. Imagine Jock-o listening to
the lyrics "Even old New York
was once New Amsterdam, Why
they changed it, I can't say, people

just liked it better that way!
Istanbul
was
once
Constantinople .... " These joyous
little tunes are why TMBG have
become one of the most popular
acts in the alturna-world.

stores at a time when distribution
was a problem. These days it's a
littlec1iche, but what can you do?"
I asked why they chose to
start Hornblower Records, instead
of trying to get signed by label

immediately.
"We wanted to do our own
thing. We didn't want to have to
live up to anyone else's expectations. It has become a big-responsibility; but we can handle it."

With a gold album and numerous appearances on Letterman
and Leno, it seems as if TMBG
have payed their dues and are
ready for the big time. I asked
Linnell if they were concerned at
the lack of mainstream fanfare
that surrounds their
band.
"That's not really
what we want, you
know. We just want to
make a comfortable living. Past that, the rest is
icing. They MightBeGiants were pioneers in one
aspect of the music
world. TMBG were the
first to · offer Dial-ASong. Anyone who calls
(212) DON'T PRINT
W10 #can hear a selected TMBG
song.
The Dial-A-Song service
was started several years ago, to
make access to their music easfor.
"It sort of circumvented record

.,

PARKING ON CAMPUS!!!
At only 21¢ per day*,
you too can get a space.
Get your permit today!

*Based on the three semester student rate of $42.00

e
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WUCF-FM wants you to join our News and Sports team. We report the news around the corner and
around the world. Our SportsBeat squad covers the complete sports picture, from th~ Golden Knights to
national highlights. If you think you'd like to volunteer in our newsroom, give us a call at 823-2444. Q[
.
'
stop by our studios between 2 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday. We're located in the basement of the
UCF library. By joining us, you'll gain valuable communications experience and stay on top of all the
latest action from the news and sports scene.

89.9 lVUCF-F M Orlando, The Alternative and Cultural Source
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Fox Network and John Madden
bring in their best ratings ever
weeklong rating since Aug. 2430, 1992, while posting its highest-rated night and single program
ever with Sunday's San Francisco
49'ers-Dallas Cowboys NFC
championship gridcast. With those
huge football numbers on its side,
Fox beat all three nets for the
entire week among adults 18-34

By TOM BIERBAUM
Reuter
HOLLYWOOD (Variety)ABC edged NBC on the Jan. 9-15
primetime Nielsen scoreboard, but
the game ball has to go. to Fo~
Broadcasting Co.
The network earned its best

rs1art YourNew-YearoutRighLComc Join us af1
the Newly Remodeled ...

lflllr~l[~~
1C 1() ~ ~ It 1C lr 111() ~

lFltil[

Now Featuring our new full lines of
Eagle Cybex, Trackmaster Treadmills,
Stairmaster's PT 4000, 1/2 court
basketball, aerobics, sauna, and more.
·student & Faculty now zero down,
$19.95 per month.
'Tl
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East Colonial Dr./Stalc Rd. 50

6615 E. Colonial Dr. Orbndo, FL 32807

658-8000
Hours
.
Mon.-Thurs. 6am·11pm
Friday 6am·10pm
Saturday 9am-8pm
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and men 18-34, 18-49 and 25-54.
Counting just the 15 "common time" hours programmed by
Fox last week, the network finished a mere 0. l rating points out
of first in the key adults 18-49
category.
While the Cowboys-49'ers
full-game rating won't be calculated until Thursday, the 3 9minute overrun scored a 35.9 rating, 54 share - easily the highest-rated Fox broadcast ever, topping the 22. 7/49 earned the week
before by a Green Bay-Dallas
Sunday afternoon playoff game.
The Jan. 9-15 period also
featured the first night of programming for the new Warner
Bros.
service,
though
Wednesday's two-hour schedule
started off poorly - a 1.9 rating,
3 share in -homes and a 1.4/3
among adults 18-49 (Daily Variety, Jan. 13).
The United Paramount Network launched on Monday of this
weektofarmoreimpressivenumbers. ·
Last week was the season's
first in which ABC got no boost
from Monday football, and the
thin half-points margin separating all three webs sugges.ts it's.
going to be a close race from here
on in (at least in households CBS is completely out of the chase
in younger demographics).
ABC still has the Su er

Bowl and the Academy Awards
to cushion its margin, making the
Alphabet network a clear favorite
to win its first traditional-season
crown in 16 years; still, without
football, ABC's regular-schedule
advantage the rest of the way may
~all but evaporate.
NBC enjoyed a rousing
week, finishing just 0. l rating
points out of first in households
and edging ABC for the week
among adults 18-49.
NBChasheldatleastashare
of that lead now two weeks in a
row, the first time it.has done that
without major help from sports
since July 1992.
In household~, NBC still
hasn't broken through for a
weeklong victory this season,
though it has finished within 0.4
points six times. The Peacock has
grabbed second from CBS four
weeks in a row and is now a mere
0.1 rating points behind CBS season-to-date.

The big NBC gains are coming on Thursday, where ER scored
the week's highest household rating excluding the Cowboys-49' ers
overrun.
It's the first time a drama has
topped the weekly list with a nonpremiering episode since Hotel led
the week of Dec. '.26, 1983-Jan. l,
1984.
A Seinfeld rerun was also
last week's highest-rated program
among viewers 18-49, again excepting the Cowboys-49' ers overrun.
The week's adults 18-49 averages were: NBC, a 7.0/18 (down
in rating by 4% compared to the
same week a year ago); ABC, 6.9/
17 (down 14%); Fox, 6.7/17 (up
22%); CBS, 5.5/14 (down 17%).
ABC leads that key category
season-to-date but has shown
losses compared to last year six
consecutive weeks. For Fox, it was
its highest adults 18-49 average
since March 1992.
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UCF looks to rebound wilh three sb'aight home games
D UCF faces three straight
conference opponents in a
one week span- Mercer,
Stetson and Georgia St~te,
all at the UCF Arena.
by MIKE WHITE
Staff writer
Coming off a frustrating defeat
against Samford, the UCF men's .Golden
Knight basketball team will face Mercer
tonight at the UCF Arena.
Mercer finished 8th in the TransAmerica Athletic Conference last year, but
they have definitely improved this season.
They are 3-1 in the conference and 7-5
overall.
"They're having a very good se~
son," UCF head coach Kirk Speraw said.
"They've had some good road victories,
and they are playing with a lot of confidence."
Mercer should be ready for the Golden
Knights after they were blown out by Southeastern Louisiana Saturday night.
The Golden Knight_s should be ·well
prepared, as well. They lost to Samford
Saturday night despite rallying to erase a
13-point deficit in the second half.
"We're right on the edge," Speraw

said. "We have to 'execute throughout the
course of the game."
The Golden Knights' chances for victory will improve if Chuck Roberts continues to play well. He had a monster night on
the boards agair:ist Georgia State, grabbing
13 rebounds. When he is aggressive on
offense, he provides the Golden Knights
with some scoring punch in the )ow post.
This adds some balance to their already
strong outside game.
Speraw said Roberts plays better
when he gets really low and fights for good
position.
"He's got to play with a low center of
gravity," Speraw said. When Roberts is
aggressive, point guard Patrick Butts usually passes to him often.
Butts has done more than his share of
scoring this season. Even when the rest of
the team seems to go cold, Butts finds a way
to score. He is averaging career highs in
points and assists.
"He's a good shooter, and he makes
things happen in transition," Speraw said.
Speraw is also pleased with Butt's ball
distribution.
Star forward Ochiel Swaby is also
looking to rebound after scoring just l 0
points against the Samford Bulldogs.
To win against Mercer, Speraw said
the Golden Knights must play good defense with a high level of intensity.

..

photo/SOLARES

UCF guard Ted Portee has stepped up this -season. He's one of the reasons
that the Golden Knights are at .500 in a ·rugged TAAC Conference.

•

Shaq slams 'Zo as Magic
prepare for tough road bip
half with a turn around tip-in.
Both teams shot relatively well-50
percent for the Magic and 45.8 percent for
the Hornets - and both squads also had
seven blocked shots. But that is where the
similarities end, because the scoreboard
showed the Magic outscoring the Hornets
in three of the four periods.
The points in the paint were the tellby JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor
tale sign. Odando had 44 while Charlotte
managed only 26. Naturally, O'Neal' s slams
It's hard to believe that a team that had a little something to do with that. He
was 17-0 at home and 29-7 overall would scored 35 points (most of them in the paint)
have to prove anything, but the Orlando and had 15 rebounds. Anfernee Hardaway
Magic (30-7) did. They proved they could had 23 points and four assists. An even
beat the quality teams by handing the Char- bigger stat was second chance points, which
lotte Horne~s their stingers Tuesday night, showed the Magic out-hustling the Hornets
109-98.
to the tune of 39-16.
The Hornets (22-13) were riding an
For the Hornets, it was their big two
eight-game winning streak going into the men getting it done. Mourning didn't win
game, one that started with a 125-123 vie- the war, but he fought a tough battle,.scortory over the Magic in Charlotte on Dec. ing33pointstogoalongwithhis 12boards.
29. Apparently, the Magic's unblemished Larry Johnson had 21 points and four rerecord at home meant more lo them. The bounds, and the big power forward shot 50
Magiccurrentlyhavea21-gamehomewin- percent (2-4) from beyond the arc.
ning streak intact. That's only 17 short of
"We're playing good ball and winthe NBA record which was set by the Bos- ning some basketball games, but this is just
ton Celtics back in 1985-87.
one out of 82 games," Magic coach Brian
The game also featured the Genera- Hill said.
_
tions of Giants. For a long stint in the first
Hill has to keep this t~arn from gethalf, the Hornets had centers Robert Parish ting too excited as they prepare to hit the
and Alonzo Mourning on the floor. The · road to face the Dallas Mavericks, Denver
Magic countered with Shaquille O'Neal Nuggets and the Phoenix Suns.
and Tree Rollins.
Did the Magic have something to
Two of the three oldest players in the prove to the league? No. Did they have
league were battling on one side of the something to prove to themselves? Yes.
court, while two of the youngest centers
"They say we can't beat the good
renewed their heated and slightly younger teams,'' said forward Dennis Scott after the
nvalry. It was Rollins who brought the game.
crowd to its feet with 8:28 left in the first
What are they going to say now?

D Orlando stings the
Hornets, 109-98, soundly
defeating the last team to.
beat them at the 0-rena.

,.

photo/SOLARES

Nick Anderson had another solid performance Tuesday night against the
Charlotte Hornets. He chipped in 18 points, 1Orebounds and four assists.

